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Visit www.aikenhorseshow.org for more information.

F ESTIVAL OF THE W OODS
School Field Day Event

T

he Foundation collaborated with the Ruth Patrick Science Education Center (RPSEC) to host a series of
eco-hikes and the 3rd Annual Natural and Cultural Resources of Hitchcock Woods Field Day Event, on September 21st for over fifty 3rd and 4th grade students from Mead
Hall School.
The field day experiences were inspired by recent Woods
initiatives including Red-cockaded Woodpeckers restoration, the Cultural Resources Survey of the Woods and the
Foundation’s continued Longleaf restoration efforts.
Partners included the Ruth Patrick Science Education Center (RPSEC), Savannah River Archaeological Research
Program (SRARP), South Carolina Department of Natural
Resources (SCDNR), the Diachronic Research Foundation
(DRF), the South Carolina Department of Health and Environmental Control (SCDHEC), Archaeological Consultants of the Carolinas, and MJP Wildlife Consulting.
Special thanks to our very spirited Festival of the Woods
Committee and our amazing partners for an outstanding
event and a day to remember in the Woods!

Katherine Thomas

Darlene Smalley of USC Aikens’s Ruth Patrick Science
Center educates students about the Longleaf Pine and the
incredible ecology of the Woods.
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The Field Day started with an eco-hike to Ridge Mile Track to
learn how the Foundation is restoring the Red-cockaded Woodpecker to the Woods.
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Sean Taylor from the SC Department of Natural Resources shows examples of darts that were used in blowguns by Native Americans who lived off the land.

F ESTIVAL OF THE W OODS
School Field Day Partners
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Tariq Ghaffart from the SCDNR, prepares
the students to shoot a blow gun for the
first time.
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Carl Steen, lead archaeologist for the
Woods Cultural Resource Survey from
the DRF, shows the students a variety
of artifacts found in the Woods. Carl
has stated, “learning from the past can
lead to a better future.”
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Chris Moore, from the SRARP,
watched over the students as they
participated in a simulated dig
for artifacts.
Robert Abernathy
Shelly Marshall Schmidt
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Mark Pavlosky from MJP Wildlife Consulting, shows students
one of the artificial cavities that
was inserted in a Longleaf pine
to prepare for Red-cockaded
Woodpecker translocations.

Bobby Southerlin of Archaeological Consultants of the Carolinas, talks to students
about the period of history the pottery was
made and how it was discovered in the
Woods during the Cultural Resources
Survey.
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Mark Roberts, from USC Aiken’s
RPSEC, answers questions to help
students complete their eco-hike task
sheet.

Katherine Thomas
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Tim Mettlen from the SC DHEC, interprets an artifact found during the simulated archaeological dig.
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Gary Senn, representing USC Aiken’s RPSEC,
prepares the students for their eco-hike.

Sally Mettlen, a retired educator, volunteered and assisted at the simulated
archaeological dig site for the 3rd year
in a row!

F ESTIVAL OF THE W OODS
An Author, Two Winners and an Artist
Guest Speaker Janisse Ray

B

ack by popular demand, our guest
speaker at the 9th Annual Festival
of the Woods was Janisse Ray. An
award winning writer, naturalist, and
activist is author of five books of literary non-fiction and a collection of ecopoetry. Janisse was the featured speaker at the 4th Annual Festival of the
Aiken Standard Woods, and she received a warm welcome back! After her talk, “A Wild
Janisse Ray
Heart Beats Inside Us: Why Place Matters, Janisse autographed her books after giving an impassioned talk about the Longleaf Pine and Hitchcock Woods.
Everyone was captivated to hear Janisse say, “so what you
have here, in town, in Aiken, in your backyards within a bike
rides distance, for many of you a short horse ride, you have a
piece of the original forest—a piece of God’s creation.”
Since her last visit Janisse continued , “I am so struck this
time by the changes you all, I don’t know if you can see it, I
don’t know if you remember what it looked like five years ago
and if you can see how much farther back you’ve taken this—
to God’s idea of what a Longleaf pine forest should look like.
You are doing a remarkable job restoring this place.”
Janisse concluded with, “thank you for supporting this awesome forest right here in this town, for putting your money
where your heart is, loving your own place.”

Honorary Chair Nancy Wilds

N

ancy Wilds, the Festival Honorary
Chair, delighted everyone when
she took to the podium and expressed
sincere gratitude for her role in celebrating our 9th Annual Festival of the Woods.
Nancy drew a loud applause when she
remarked that see had, “jumped every
Aiken Standard
fence in the Woods, and I never fell off.”
Nancy Wilds
Nancy’s daughter Stephanie Wilds created the Chalk Cliffs quilt (pictured below) that was raffled
that evening, and Nancy had the honor of picking the lucky
winners ticket.
Joanna Samson
turned out to be
the lucky winner
of the beautiful
quilt. Congratulations Joanna!

Photo by Brent Cline

Cèlestine Eustis Essay Winners

T

he Foundation congratulates both
Lewis and Ben for writing winning essays about their appreciation of
Hitchcock Woods. A senior from Aiken High School, Lewis David Hunter
received $500. Ben Thomas Wiedenman, a seventh grader from Mead Hall,
Aiken Standard
received $100 as the Reserve winner.
From left: Ben
An excerpt from Lewis David
Thomas Wiedenman
Hunter’s essay:
and Lewis David
My parents introduced me to the sandy
Hunter.
trails of Cathedral Aisle and the red
brick of Memorial Gate before I had
taken my first steps. When I began elementary school I took
friends with me on my weekend excursions. It was one of our
weekend excursions that we discovered the awe of the Chalk
Cliffs, which we called "The Grand Canyon." I considered myself an amateur Indiana Jones, treating the Chalk Cliffs as an
archaeological site, searching for ancient artifacts, but coming up empty handed and very dirty.
In sixth grade, I saw Hitchcock Woods in a different way
when I began to run with my middle school's track team.
I spent more time than ever enjoying the Woods while creating a mental map of its winding trails. As I furthered my running career with Aiken High School, I began running daily in
the Woods—logging over a thousand miles. Hitchcock Woods
provided the foundation for my success in a sport I love.
Hitchcock Woods has been a constant throughout my life.
I have spent seventeen years growing up in the Woods. This
time has helped form me into the young man I am. Next year,
when I am in college, it will be my first year without Hitchcock Woods. I will take with me my experiences, friendships,
lessons learned, and memories of my time beneath the trees.
An excerpt from Ben Thomas Wiedenman’s essay:
The Woods is where I learn outdoor skills. I take a topographic map and a trail map with me when I go. Trail names
and the two different maps help me understand my terrain.
Streams are my favorite places to find. Will I find the thin
blue line of a creek or just a sandy creek bed? The names of
people on the maps teach me to look for clues. Hitchcock
Woods is full of lost historical sites, The Tea Cottage, the
Brickyard, and the Boxwood House just to name a few. They
aren't hard to find, none of them are far off the beaten path.
But, they are my reminders of how the Woods have changed
and of the history of Aiken.
The scenery in Hitchcock Woods teaches me to appreciate
the ever-changing beauty around me. In any season, there
will always be something blooming. In the fall, the Virginia
creeper is a bright red. We go on Kalmia alert in the spring,
seeking peak bloom. In the winter, the longleaf pine is really
dramatic against the intense blue sky. The Carolina sweet
shrub on Cathedral Aisle lives up to its name. Away from the
Woods, I can predict the weather, when I smell the controlled
burn.

W OODS E DUCATION AND O UTREACH
A Classroom for Adventurers of all Ages
Festival Attendees Enjoyed Displays
at the Festival of the Woods

Science Education Enrichment Day (S.E.E.D)

Aiken Standard

Aiken Standard

On the left, Mark Pavlosky, wildlife biologist
with MPJ Consulting, explains the process of
translocating federally endangered Redcockaded Woodpeckers to the Woods.

Christine Rolka

The 31st annual S.E.E.D event at USC-Aiken welcomed over
3600 youth and families. Visitors to the Hitchcock Woods
Foundation exhibit enjoyed learning about recent Woods
initiatives and how to age and identify the different species
of pine trees found in Hitchcock Woods.

Creating New Woods Traditions
and Stewards
Aiken Standard

On the right, Carl Steen, lead archaeologist for
the 3-year Cultural Resources Survey of Hitchcock Woods, interprets the artifacts that were
found during the final phase of the survey this
past year.

Aiken Standard

Visiting the Hitchcock Woods display, guests read
about the Foundation’s accomplishments and current priorities.

Hitchcock Woods Foundation Trustee, Dana Massey, introduced Kalmia Hills and Highland Park neighbors and
friends to a new tradition; a hike in Hitchcock Woods on
New Year’s Day. We can’t think of a better way to start the
new year!

N EW S TAFF M EMBER

W

e welcomed Mike and his dog
Cooper to the Hitchcock
Woods Foundation staff as our
woods technician!
Mike originally grew up in Buffalo,
New York and moved to Aiken when
he was twenty-one years old, and now
twenty-four years later, Aiken is his
home. Mike is the proud father of
Emma, currently a sophomore attending College of Charleston.
Mike brings twenty years of public
WOODS TECHNICIAN
safety experience including Fire, PoMichael J.
Grabowski and his lice and EMS. He currently works full
-time for the Aiken Department of
Public Safety. Mike worked four years on patrol, six years in
community services, six years with the Aiken County EMS
and as a paramedic crew chief, and for the past fours years is
currently the Sergeant assigned as a shift supervisor in the fire
division.
Mike has served on several specialized teams, Aiken Bloodhound Tracking Team, Special Deputy with U.S. Marshals
“Operation Intercept”, S.C. C.O.B.R.A. and Incident Management Team. Mike is also a S.C. Fire Academy instructor, S.C.
Police Academy Basic instructor, and Red Cross instructor.
Mike has also volunteered the last three seasons with the
Hitchcock Woods Foundation Prescribed Fire Team and has
immersed himself in the stewardship of the Woods.
In his free-time Mike can be seen hiking Hitchcock Woods
with his dog Cooper, or watching live music, or Buffalo Sabres
hockey. Go Sabres!

PRESCRIBED BURNING RESUMES

A

great time was had by all at the 13th
annual Hunt Week Gala. The gala
was held on Monday, February 12, at the
Willcox. 4 Cats in the Dog House entertained the guests as they mingled throughout the Willcox enjoying good music,
delicious food and fellowship with
friends.
Special thanks to the 2018 Hunt
Week Gala sponsors;
Elizabeth Page Carey
Robert and Victoria Cunningham
Shepard and Jane Ellenberg
Linda Knox McLean
Don and Sandie Nicolaisen
David and Joanna Samson
Rolf and Liz Turnquist
enjoying the evening.

DID YOU KNOW?
The Hitchcock Family’s original and wonderful gift of land
did not come with an endowment.
By making a planned Legacy gift you can help sustain and
ensure the Foundation’s future work.
For more information about planned giving call
the Foundation office at 803.641.0528 or visit

www.hitchcockwoods.org

P

rescribed burns
are being conducted in various
areas of the Woods
as favorable weather
conditions permit.
Like forest thinning,
prescribed burning is
a management tool
used to maintain the
ecological health of
the Woods and reduce the risk of wildfire. Signs will be
posted at formal entrances to the Woods
where prescribed
burning activities are
taking place. To learn more about prescribed burns or the
management of Hitchcock Woods, please visit our website
www.hitchcockwoods.org. To learn when and where burns
are happening in the Woods, visit us on Facebook.

The Hitchcock Woods Foundation
would like to thank the
donors and volunteers
who make our work possible.
Visit www.hitchcockwoods.org
to view a donor listing in the
Foundations 2017 Annual Report
Joanne C. Gunnell

C ITY APPROVES HISTORIC PLAN TO ADDRESS
STORMWATER ISSUES IN THE S AND R IVER CHANNEL
by Joanna Dunn Samson

W

hen it rains, it pours into the Hitchcock Woods … literally! All of the water that falls on paved surfaces in the
downtown area during a rainstorm flows into the city’s antiquated stormwater system, which in turn discharges
the water directly into the Woods. Over the past fifty years, as the city’s downtown area grew and prospered, the amount
of unmanaged stormwater has increased dramatically, causing devastating damage and erosion to the Woods and its delicate wetlands and natural ecosystems. Forty years ago, a visitor to the Woods could walk across the Sand River channel; today the banks of that channel are seventy feet high at the entrance to the Woods—the direct consequence of the
old, inadequate municipal system that directs and dumps the stormwater into the channel.
Finally, after all that damage and twenty years of studies and ineffective stop-gap measures, Mayor Rick Osbon tackled
the problem. His determination paid off. Last November, his administration presented Aiken City Council with Phase I
of a long-term plan to address the destructive runoff from the downtown area into the Woods, and in January, council
approved the plan unanimously.
The approval came almost a year and a half after the mayor initiated the Stormwater Task Force comprised of representatives of the Hitchcock Woods Foundation, citizen stakeholders, and city representatives. The task force, which was run
by Interim City Manager Stuart Bedenbaugh, selected McCormick Taylor out of Columbia to serve as its technical consultant. The task force was also advised by Clemson University,
who assisted in the collection and verification of data from various locations in the downtown watershed.
“The plan developed by McCormick Taylor and endorsed
unanimously by the task force is a giant step towards an
achievable solution,” says Pat Corey, Chairman of the Board of
Trustees of the Hitchcock Woods Foundation. “The approved
plan is a common sense, cost-effective solution that can be implemented over time, allowing the city and the foundation to
garner additional financial and technical resources through
grant opportunities. The foundation is deeply grateful for the
city’s commitment to stop the destruction of the Woods after
all this time.”
The long-term plan involves the construction of a variety of
widely-used and proven BMPs (Best Management Practices) in
strategic places and the ultimate restoration of the Sand River
channel. Attractive and practical dry detention beds will be
constructed on certain parkways with the appropriate hydraulic
properties; existing detention ponds in certain areas may be
upgraded and expanded; and underground detention facilities
will be built on Hitchcock Woods property.
Phase I of the plan is expected to commence this year.
Want to help? Experiencing flooding caused by rain and City
runoff? Visit www.clemson.edu/extension/carolinclear/
stormwater101.html to learn what you can do to help solve the
problem.
The 70’ cliffs in the Sand River channel caused by stormwater erosion. Bennett Tucker, Woods Superintendent, is
standing in the right hand corner.
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THE MISSION OF THE HITCHCOCK WOODS FOUNDATION IS TO:
Protect and preserve the Hitchcock Woods in a natural and ecologically healthy
state, maintain and manage historic and traditional equestrian and pedestrian uses,
and foster education and research on the history and resources of the Woods.

